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Abstract
ω phases have shown great effects on the superelasticity and modulus of metastable β-Ti alloys. In this study, the
microstructure evolution during cooling and aging for β → ω phase transformation is investigated by integrating 
a thermodynamic database with phase field simulations. Our CALPHAD calculations based on an 
available thermodynamic database give the Gibbs energies of metastable β (Nb-lean β1 + Nb-rich β2 produced 
via spinodal decomposition) and ω phases in Ti-Nb. Informed by the results, our phase field simulations 
show that the formation mechanisms of ω exhibit dependence on the composition and temperature. The ω can 
form in Ti-26 at.% Nb without the assistance of spinodal decomposition. Further analysis shows that the 
precursory spinodal decomposition in the β phase occurs in Ti-50 at.% Nb, and could induce geometrically 
confined ω. The novel transformation pathway could create unique morphology of ω. This study could elucidate 
new insights into the ω phase transformation in Ti-Nb alloys and metastable β-Ti alloys having spinodal 
decomposition.
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INTRODUCTION
Ti-Nb-based ferroelastic materials have attracted considerable attention for use in biomedical applications 
due to their superelasticity, low modulus, high strength, good ductility, and excellent biocompatibility[1-3]  .
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The superelasticity can be obtained at room temperature and is generally associated with a martensitic 
transformation from β (bcc) to α" (orthorhombic)[4,5]. However, a metastable ω phase (hexagonal) is also 
easily formed in the β matrix[5-9] and exhibits higher modulus than the β and α" phases[10,11]; thus, the ω phase 
increases the modulus of the Ti-Nb-based ferroelastic systems[11,12]. Fine and dense ω particles also increase 
the critical stress for slip deformation and thus increase the recovery strain of ferroelastic materials[5].

Thermally, the β → ω transformation has been classified into athermal and isothermal types[10]. The former 
takes place via quenching from high temperature (β-phase field) to lower temperature, such as room 
temperature, whereas the latter is by isothermal aging or upon slow cooling, such as air cooling and furnace 
cooling. Athermal ω is very fine, normally less than 5 nm, with an ellipsoidal shape[13-15]. It generally retains 
the same composition as the parent β matrix, takes place via the diffusionless, displacive mechanism[9], and 
has been detected in solution-treated Ti-(21~27) at.% Nb alloys[16,17]. Athermal  results from the reduced 
stability of a β phase through the movement of the {222}β planes via atomic shuffle, which movement causes 
a partial collapse of {111}β planes[1,18]. Isothermal ω has a size of about several to several hundreds of 
nanometers[5,13,19], with an ellipsoidal shape in Ti-Nb-based alloys because of the low lattice misfit[20]. A 
complete displacive collapse of {111}β planes can be gradually accomplished with increasing aging time as 
the rejection of -stabilizing elements from ω[21,22]. High-density fine isothermal ω precipitates have been 
found in Ti-26 at.% Nb alloy upon aging at 573 K and 673 K for 1 h[5], showing a decreased volume fraction 
with increasing aging temperature. As the aging time increases to 10 h, the coarsening of the ω particles 
formed after 673 K aging is much clearer than that formed after 573 K aging. But the nature of the structural 
difference observed in Ti-26 at.% Nb after aging at different temperatures is still unclear.

Moreover, isothermal ω is generally thought to form via diffusion-dominated mechanisms. The coexistence 
of isothermal ω and spinodal decomposition has been found in many metastable β-Ti alloys, such as Ti-9 
at.% Mo[18], Ti-23Nb-2O (at.%)[14], Ti-24.2Nb-3.96Zr-8.1Sn (wt.%, Ti2448)[23,24], Ti-(21, 27) at.% V[25], and 
Ti-6Cr-5Mo-5V-4Al (wt.%, Ti-6554)[26], by using advanced characterization techniques of aberration-
corrected high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and three-dimensional atom probe 
tomography (APT). Miscibility gaps have been reported in the metastable β-Ti alloys of Ti-Nb, Ti-Mo, and 
Ti-V systems[27] that exhibited nanosized ω, and the spinodal decomposition can change local composition 
continuously at fine scales[4]. Previous work has also shown that the shape of isothermal ω changes from an 
ellipsoid shape to an elongated rod shape with increasing oxygen in Ti-20Nb-(0.1~4.8) O (at.%) alloys after 
aging at 723 K[19]. However, the relationship between the spinodal decomposition of β and the formation of 
ω is still not fully understood, and two different insights have been reported. The first is a coupled 
diffusional-displacive mechanism[18]. The gradually increased collapse degree of {111}β planes and rejection 
of Mo element from ω were simultaneously detected in aged Ti-9 at.% Mo alloy after aging at 748 K. 
However, it is experimentally difficult to verify whether the Mo partitioning is caused by the growth of 
isothermal ω or the spinodal decomposition of β. Additionally, structural reconstruction assisted by 
nanoscale spinodal decomposition was proposed in Ti-6554[26] using the selected area diffraction pattern 
(SADP) and APT after aging at 573 K. There are huge differences of alloy compositions and aging 
conditions for the above two cases; therefore, the mechanism of β → isothermal ω still requires classification. 
However, few studies have shown the effect of alloy composition[12,19] and aging temperature[5] on the 
spinodal decomposition and isothermal ω transformation in an alloy system, which effect on the 
microstructural evolution of ω is still not well understood.

In this study, using simple binary Ti-Nb alloys as examples, we study the phase transformations from β to 
athermal and isothermal ω by integrating CALPHAD modeling and phase field simulations. Two alloy 
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compositions of Ti-26 at.% Nb and Ti-50 at.% Nb are selected, and the conditions upon water quenching 
from 1,173 to 300 K and isothermal aging at 573 K and 673 K to 256 h have been considered. The simulation 
results show homogeneous nucleation in as-quenched and aged Ti-26 at.% Nb. Further analysis reveals that 
nanoscale concentration modulation preferentially occurs via spinodal decomposition upon cooling and 
isothermal aging in Ti-50 at.%Nb, which amplitude and wavelength change as a function of aging time and 
temperature, and has a great geometrical constraint on the subsequent microstructural evolution of the 
athermal and isothermal ω particles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Phase diagram and Gibbs energy
The system considered is a binary Ti-Nb single crystal. The calculated Ti-Nb phase diagram has shown a
ω + β two-phase region, as shown in Figure 1. The bulk chemical energies of homogeneous β and ω phases
at different temperatures are obtained from the literature[27] and can be formulated as follows:

where ϕ represents the β or ω phase, c is the mole fractions of Nb, R is the gas constant, and T is the
absolute temperature. 0GNb and 0GTi are the Gibbs energies of pure elements Nb and Ti in the ϕ state based
on the SGTE database. Iϕ is the regular solution parameter having Iβ = 13,075 J/mol and I = 2,510 J/mol. For
numerical calculation in the following phase field simulations, the Gibbs energies of the metastable β and ω
phases can be fitted as a function of Nb concentration and temperature:

where ai and bi are polynomial coefficients [Table 1].

Phase field model of β → ω transformation in Ti-Nb
The orientation relationship (OR) between the β and ω phases derived from the selected area electron
diffraction patterns (SADP) is[1], {111}β||{0001}ω, <110>β||<1120>ω, and <211>β|| <0110>ω, as shown in
Figure 2. The OR is accomplished by a combination of a {211}<111>β huffle and a {211}<111>β shear and is
the same in the athermal and isothermal ω[21]. There are four possible <111>β planes parallel to the {0001}ω,
so there exist four crystallographic variants of the ω. The β ↔ ω transformation is thought to be a shuffle-
dominated process[28] since it does not change the specific volume and has small temperature hysteresis;
thus, the non-conserved structural order parameter is the shuffle degree η. A set of four structural order
parameters ηp (p = 1, 2, 3, 4) is used to describe the four variants of the ω phase, ηp = 0 represents the
parent phase β, 0 < ηp < 1 represents the partially collapsed ω, and ηp = 1 represents the fully collapsed ω.

Therefore, the ω + β two-phase microstructure is characterized by two sets of order parameters, i.e., Nb
concentration (mole fraction) c and shuffle degree η, and the total free energy of the system is formulated as:

https://dx.doi.org/10.20517/jmi.2023.12
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Figure 1. Thermodynamic results of Ti-Nb binary system. (A) Calculated equilibrium phase diagram (blue solid lines) and metastable 
phase diagram considering the β and ω phases (red solid line), where the spinodal decomposition occurs within the regions below the 
chemical spinodal. The T0 curve for metastable β and ω equilibrium is also shown by the black shot dash line; the Ms line for β → α" is 
based on[4]; (B) Gibbs energy curves of the metastable β and ω phases at different temperatures; (C) The second derivatives of the 
Gibbs energy of the β phase at 573 K and 673 K, respectively, which define the spinodal regions (24.0 at.% < c < 76.0 at.%) at 573 K 
and (31.0 at.% < c < 69.0 at.%) at 673 K; (D) The critical concentration value, c0(T), obtained from the intersection point of the β and ω 
Gibbs energy curves at different temperatures (c0 = 26.7 at.% and 17.7 at.% at 573 K and 673 K, respectively); (E) The chemical free 
energy surface fch(c,η) of the Ti-Nb system in both the composition and structural order parameter space at 673 K, showing G and G at 
η = 0 and η = 1, respectively; (F) Enlarged chemical free energy surface at η =0, showing spinodal decomposition of the β matrix.

where fch, fgr, and Eel represents the chemical free energy density, the gradient energy density, and the elastic
energy, respectively, and d3r means the integral of the chemical free energy density and gradient energy
density of the computational cells. The chemical free energy surface fch(c, η) in total free energy F has been
adopted by using an interpolation function h(η)[29]:

Table 1. The coefficients, ai and bi, in the Gibbs energy polynomial

Parameters (J/mol) a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8

ω -3,078.0 13,137.0 -2,510.0 -5.16E-5 8.79E-4 -2.53E-3 3.31E-3 -2.06E-3 4.98E-4

β 1.19E-6 13,075.0 -13,075.0 -4.92E-3 1.57E-2 -2.83E-2 2.88E-2 -1.55E-3 3.40E-3

Parameters (J/mol) b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8

ω 4.05837 -39.349 188.342 -827.930 2,501.50 -4,646.38 5,117.69 -3,059.05 764.763

β -0.08363 -38.9304 188.342 -827.930 2,501.50 -4,646.37 5,117.69 -3,059.05 764.763
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where h(ƞp) = ƞp
3(6ƞp

2 - 15ƞp + 10) satisfies that h(0) = 0, h(1) = 1, and dh/dη = 0 at η = 0 and 1. As shown in
Figure 1E and F, η  = 0 corresponds to the Gibbs energy curve of the metastable β  phase
(Nb-lean β1 + Nb-rich β2), Gβ, and η = 1 corresponds to the Gibbs energy curve of the ω phase, Gω. The ϕ1

represents the energy barrier between two different ω variants along the minimum energy path on the local
chemical-free energy landscape, and ϕ2 characterizes the energy barrier between the β and ω phases. The
gradient energy density is[30]:

where kc and kη are the gradient coefficients of concentration and structure fields, respectively. The elastic
energy is calculated via the microelasticity theory of Khachatuyan under the homogeneous modulus
assumption (i.e., the β and ω phases are assumed to have the same elastic modulus)[31]:

where Cijkl is the elastic constants of the  phase C11 = 128.5 GPa, C12 = 115.5 GPa, and C44 = 14.9 GPa[32];
Ωij (n) = Cijklnknl, and n is a unit vector in the reciprocal space. σij(p) = Cijklεkl(p) and εij(p) denotes the stress-
free transformation strain (SFTS) of the pth variant for the β → ω transformation; then, the strain caused by
β → ω transformation can be described in terms of the order parameter field, i.e., εij = εij+εij(p)ηp . The four
SFTS tensors are calculated using the lattice constants αβ = 3.273 Å for the β phase and αω = 4.659 Å,
cω = 2.819 Å for the ω phase in Ti-22 at.% Nb[32], and the Burgers correspondence between the β and ω
phases [Figure 2], as shown in Table 2. In the reference coordinate N1, i.e., x||[2110]ω, y||[1210]ω, and
z||[0001]ω in the basis of the ω phase, the transformation matrix that describes a homogeneous lattice
deformation from β to ω is:
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In the reference coordinate N2, i.e., x||[100]β, y||[010]β, and z||[001]β in the β phase, the SFTS of the four 
variants can be calculated by εω(i) = T(i)εN1T(i)-1 , where i = 1, 2, 3, and 4, and T(i) is the rotation matrix 
mapping between N1 and N2 coordinates for the four variants:

Considering the 2D simulation is on the {011}β plane (i.e., a typical zone axis SADP to observe ω 
structure)[33-35], the final results of SFTSs corresponding to the (011)β plane are:

https://dx.doi.org/10.20517/jmi.2023.12
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Note that the SFTS for the β → ω transformation used in our simulation is assumed to be independent of 
concentration.

The stochastic Cahn-Hillardand time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations[30,36] are used to govern the 
equations of the concentration and structural order parameters, respectively.

where                                  is the chemical mobility and derived from the interdiffusion coefficients,
ϕ = (1-c)ϕTi + cϕNb + c(1-c)ϕTi,Nb is activation enthalpy, ϕTi and ϕNb are the mobility parameters for pure Ti and
Nb, respectively, ϕT i , N b  is binary interaction parameter in the Ti-Nb binary system[37], and
L = 8.82 × 10-11 m3·J-1·s-1[38] is the structural mobility of the structural order parameter. ζc and ζη are
the Langevin stochastic noise terms characterizing thermal fluctuations and are used to describe the
nucleation process through a Gaussian-distributed random number generator ρi

[39]:

https://dx.doi.org/10.20517/jmi.2023.12
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Table 2. Lattice correspondence between β and ω phases

Variant <2110>ω <1210>ω <0001>ω {0001}ω

1 [110]β [112]β [111]β (111)β

2 [011]β [112]β [111]β (111)β

3 [101]β [121]β [111]β (111)β

4 [110]β [211]β [111]β (111)β

Figure 2. Schematic representations of the crystallographic relationship between the β and ω phases in their relevant crystallographic
directions.

where l0 is the grid size, d is the dimensionality of the space, Δt is the time step, and ρ is a d-dimensional
vector.

For nondimensionalization, the energy normalization factor Enormal is 40 KJ·mol-1, the dimensionless
energy barriers are Ф1

* = 0.06 and Ф2
* = 0.01[40], and the dimensionless gradient energy coefficients are

chosen to be kc
* = 6.0 and kη

* = 0.025[41], guaranteeing a diffused interface profile and yielding
dimensionless interfacial energy between the β and ω phases, γ* = 0.095; thus, the numerical grid size is
determined to be l0 ~ 1 nm based on the relation l0 = y*·Enormal/ [41], where the interfacial energy γ of
(111)/(0001) is ~380 mJ·m-2[20], and the molar volume Vm = 1 × 10-5 m3·mol-1 is assumed for the system.
The dimensionless structural mobility parameter is L* = 1.0 to ensure a diffusion-controlled process[41].
Except for ζc = 0 upon aging at 573 K in Ti-26 at.% Nb, the amplitude of dimensionless noise ζc

* is
[-0.00025, 0.00025] to produce a minor concentration variation relative to the initial Nb content of
the β matrix. The amplitude of dimensionless noise ζη

* is [-0.0022, 0.0022], which is determined via the
numbers of the athermal nuclei at transformation temperature (ωs) in Ti-26 at.% Nb upon water
quenching, i.e., the athermal ω nuclei uniformly distribute in the computational cells, and the ζη

* is the
same value upon aging. The system size used in the simulations is 512l0 × 512l0. Periodic boundary
conditions are applied along all three dimensions. All the dimensionless parameters used in the
simulations are listed in Table 3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Gibbs energy curves of ω and β phases

temperature. A metastable β miscibility gap can be found in the Ti-Nb binary system with a critical
temperature of ~786 K [Figure 1A], and the spinodal regions are 24.0 at.% < c < 76.0 at.% at 573 K and
31.0 at.% < c < 69.0 at.% at 673 K [Figure 1C]. The critical concentration c0(T) at the intersection point of the
ω and β Gibbs energy curves shows a parabolic increase with decreasing temperature, as shown in
Figure 1D. When the alloy composition is less than c0(T), congruent β → ω transformation will take place,
followed by the rejection of Nb from the  phase. When the alloy composition is slightly larger than c0(T)
with a Δc = c - c0 ≤ 2 at.%[40], peudospinodal decomposition could occur, which is defined as a phase
transformation mechanism with continuous composition changes of non-isostructural phases. When the

Figure 1B shows the Gibbs energy curves of the ω and β phases as functions of Nb concentration and

https://dx.doi.org/10.20517/jmi.2023.12
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Table 3. Dimensionless parameters used in the simulation

Energy barrier[40] Ф1
* = 0.06, Ф2

* = 0.01 

Gradient energy coefficients[41] kc
* = 6.0, kη

* = 0.025

Interface mobility[41] L* = 1.0

Langevin stochastic noise ζc
* = [-0.00025, 0.00025], ζη

* = [-0.0022, 0.0022] 
(ζc

* = 0 upon aging at 573 K in Ti-26 at.%Nb)

alloy composition is larger than c0(T) with a Δc > 2 at.% and outside the spinodal regions at the two
temperatures considered, only the conventional nucleation-and-growth mechanism can be activated for the
β → ω transformation.

Microstructural evolution in Ti-26 at.% Nb
Formation of athermal ω
2D simulations of athermal ω transformation in Ti-26 at.% Nb are first carried out upon water quenching,
and the results are shown in Figure 3. The water quenching process is from 1,173 K to 300 K. To show the
detailed evolution of the ω, we zoom into the initial microstructures according to Figure 3A and show the
enlarged images in Figure 3B. Figure 3B1-B4 shows the 2D simulation results of concentration fields, while
Figure 3B5-B8 shows the corresponding structural order parameter fields. Athermal ω nanodomains with
ellipsoidal shapes are formed via diffusionless structural transformation upon cooling since the
concentration fields keep the initial Nb content. The number and average size of ω precipitates increase with
decreasing temperature, and the final average size of ω nanodomains is less than 5 nm at 300 K.
Thermodynamically, a spinodal region of T < 604 K exists at Ti-26 at.% Nb [Figure 1A], but the absence of
the spinodal decomposition indicates the lack of driving force to defeat the gradient energy or dynamic
difficulty for interdiffusion upon water quenching in Ti-26 at.% Nb. Moreover, athermal ω nanodomains
have been found in Ti-19 at.% V without solute partitioning or composition fluctuations after water
quenching from 1,173 K to room temperature via transmission electron microscope (TEM) and APT 
observations[42], although a larger spinodal region of T < 969 K theoretically exists in the Ti-19 at.% V[27]. 
Based on the above analysis, we believe that the smaller driving force is the major cause for the absence 
of phase separation in the alloy system with a lower Nb content.

The volume fraction of the athermal  nanodomains is shown in Figure 3C and presents that the athermal ω
phase in Ti-26 at.% Nb increases gradually upon cooling. In the diffusionless β → athermal ω
transformation, the actual transformation temperature ωs will be below the T0 [Figure 1A] because
supercooling is needed to provide the additional driving force for overcoming interfacial and elastic
energies caused by the structural transformation of a new phase. In our current model, this condition has
been considered by introducing gradient and elastic energies. The simulated start transition temperature ωs

of Ti-26 at.% Nb is ~375 K, which has a good agreement with previous experimental studies estimated by
the electrical resistivity curve[17]. Figure 3D shows the related statistical distribution of the ω size and
indicates that the size distribution is relatively uniform for the homogeneous ω nanodomains. The evolution
of the average shuffle degree of ω upon cooling is shown in Figure 3E and displays that the athermal ω has a
partially collapsed structure, and the shuffle degree increases with decreasing temperature and could help us
to explain that the intensities of ω diffraction spots become higher at a lower temperature for Ti-Nb based
alloys from [011]β SADP[8].

Formation of isothermal ω
According to the Gibbs energy curves in Figure 1B, c0 (= 26.7 at.%) is higher than the alloy concentration;
thus, the Gibbs energy of the ω phase is lower than the β phase at 573 K. As a result, a spontaneous

https://dx.doi.org/10.20517/jmi.2023.12
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Figure 3. 2D simulations of athermal ω transformation in Ti-26 at.% Nb upon water quenching. (A) Schematics of zooming into the 
microstructure; (B) Enlarged images showing microstructures of athermal ω nanodomains in the β matrix, as indicated in (A), where 
(B1-B4) show the concentration fields, and (B5-B8) show the structural order parameter fields. The four ω variants are presented in 
different colors, and the β matrix is represented in blue; (C) Change in volume fraction of athermal ω upon cooling; (D) Size distribution 
of athermal ω nanodomains; (E) Variation of the average shuffle degree of athermal ω nanodomains.

nucleation process of isothermal ω can be found at 573 K via congruent transformation followed by Nb 
depletion from ω particles to β matrix, and four ω variants nucleate randomly with an equal probability at 
the beginning. Figure 4 shows the microstructural evolution of  particles during isothermal aging at 573 K in 
Ti-26 at.% Nb alloy, where Figure 4A shows the concentration evolution during aging at 573 K, Figure 4B 
shows the corresponding one-dimensional (1D) concentration waves along the white short dash lines of the 
computational cell, and Figure 4C shows the morphological evolution during aging at 573 K. Ellipsoidal ω 
precipitates with a finer size have formed after a short time aging of 0.2 h, but the corresponding Nb content 
of the isothermal ω is same as the β matrix. Such rapid congruent transformation from the β matrix has also 
been found in α precipitation for alloy systems with lower solute content during aging[40,43]. With increasing 
aging time, the number and size of isothermal  particles increase; meanwhile, the Nb content of ω gradually 
decreases. The size distribution of ω particles is found to be time-dependent, as shown in Figure 4D, and 
gradually becomes wider with increasing aging time. The larger ω particles with a small volume fraction can 
grow up to > 40 nm, while the smaller ω nuclei with a size < 10 nm can also coexist at a longer aging time. 
Moreover, both the number and average size of isothermal ω formed at 573 K for 1 h are larger than that of 
athermal ω nanodomains [Figure 3], which is consistent with a previous experimental study in Ti-26 at.% 
Nb[5].

But at 673 K, the formation of isothermal ω in Ti-26 at.% Nb is activated by conventional nucleation-and-
growth mechanism, which microstructural evolution is shown in Figure 5. The alloy composition of Ti-26 
at.% Nb is much larger than c0 (= 17.6 at.%) and outside the spinodal region at 673 K [Figure 1]; thus, the 
congruent transformation and other mechanisms assisted by spinodal decomposition cannot be 
accomplished. Redistribution of Nb via long-range diffusion is needed for the nucleation of isothermal 
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Figure 4. Calculated microstructural evolution of isothermal ω aged at 573 K for different aging times in Ti-26 at.% Nb. 
(A) Concentration fields; (B) One-dimensional Nb concentration profiles along the white short dash line of the computational cells 
shown in (A); (C) Structural order parameter fields; (D) Size distribution of isothermal  particles.

particles, and the Nb content of initial ω nuclei has been found near the equilibrium composition of
ω (cω = 10.2 at.%), which is a typical characteristic for a conventional nucleation and growth process[40]. The
nucleation density of the isothermal ω particles formed at 673 K is visibly low than that formed at 573 K
[Figure 4], and the particle density also decreases with increasing aging time with a corresponding larger
size at 673 K. The phenomena are universal for decreased density and coarsening at higher aging
temperatures and longer aging time and have also been found in other precipitation such as Ni4Ti3

[44] and
α[45]. Moreover, previous literature has observed high-density finer ω precipitates after aging at 673 K for 1 h
in Ti-26 at.% Nb[5]. But in our current simulations, the isothermal ω is not found during aging at 673 K
within 2.5 h, and we deduce that the reported ω particles may be athermal ω nanodomains formed upon
cooling from 673 K to room temperature after aging at 673 K for 1 h. The simulations and reasoning can
help us to understand that[5] the average size of  particles formed after aging at 673 K for 1 h is smaller than
that formed after aging at 573 K for 1 h.

Microstructural evolution in Ti-50 at.% Nb
Formation of athermal ω
For alloy composition within the spinodal region, thermal processing, including solution treatment and
isothermal aging, can create a special transformation pathway, i.e., concentration modulations produced by
the spinodal decomposition of the β phase followed by ω formation. Phase field simulations of athermal
formation in Ti-50 at.% Nb upon water quenching from 1,173 K to 300 K are shown in Figure 6. A wide
temperature range (300 K < T < 786 K) for spinodal regions exists in Ti-50 at.% Nb [Figure 1A], leading to
precursory concentration modulations with a wavelength of ~ 10 nm before the formation of athermal ω,

https://dx.doi.org/10.20517/jmi.2023.12
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Figure 5. Calculated microstructural evolution of isothermal ω aged at 673 K for different aging times in Ti-26 at.% Nb. 
(A) Concentration fields; (B) One-dimensional Nb concentration profiles along the white short dash line of the computational cells 
shown in (A); (C) Structural order parameter fields; (D) Size distribution of isothermal ω particles.

Figure 6. Calculated microstructural evolution of athermal ω formed upon water quenching in Ti-50 at.% Nb. (A) Concentration fields; 
(B) One-dimensional Nb concentration profiles along the white short dash line of the computational cells shown in (A); (C) Structural 
order parameter fields.
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which is different from that in Ti-26 at.% Nb upon water quenching [Figure 3]. The Nb-rich β2 regions (red
color) form a continuous matrix while the Nb-lean β1 regions (blue color) form uniformly distributed
islands, and the amplitude of spinodal decomposition increases upon cooling at T ≥ 500 K. But at T < 500 K,
no significant changes can be found in the spatial distribution and amplitude of spinodal decomposition by
virtue of the low mobility at low temperatures[37]. Figure 6C exhibit that finer dispersed ω nanodomains
form at the solute-lean β1 islands, which number density and size are smaller than that formed in Ti-26 at.%
Nb upon water quenching [Figure 3]. The unchanged concentration fields at T < 500 K indicates that the
β → ω phase transformation in Ti-50 at.% Nb upon water quenching also is diffusionless transformation,
and the formed ω structure is athermal ω nanodomains assisted by the precursory spinodal decomposition.
The ω formed in Nb-lean β1 regions has also been found in compositionally modulated Ti-23Nb-2O (at.%)
alloy via APT and TEM observations after solution treatment[14].

Formation of isothermal ω
c0 (= 26.7 at.%) is much higher than the equilibrium concentration of a β1 phase (~ 10.0 at.% at 573 K) at
573 K [Figure 1]; thus, the  phase has a lower Gibbs energy in the β1 regions for Ti-50 at.% Nb. Figure 7
shows the microstructural evolution of ω precipitates during isothermal aging at 573 K in Ti-50 at.% Nb
alloy. The spinodal decomposition preferentially occurs with a wavelength of ~ 8 nm smaller than that
obtained upon water quenching, which amplitude gradually increases with aging time. Spinodal
decomposition is a general state and has been experimentally found in many aged Ti-Nb-based alloys[3,24,46,47]

and other aged alloy systems such as CuNi-based alloys[48], Fe-Cr alloys[49], U-Zr alloy[50], and high-entropy
alloys[51,52] via X-ray differaction (XRD), TEM, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), APT, 
and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) analysis, showing temperature dependence and time 
dependence.

When the concentration of β1 regions is lower than c0, these regions transform into a mixture of ω + β phases
with fine-scale via displacive transformation. The concentration of the β2 regions is much higher than c0 and
gradually evolves towards the equilibrium composition of the β phase ( cβ = 91.3 at.% at 573 K); thus, the β2

regions become -free zones. ω embryos have been detected in solute-lean regions caused by spinodal
decomposition in aged alloy[25,26]. Moreover, the β1/β2 interfaces present high structural stability during aging
at 573 K [Figure 7A], during which spatial distribution remains virtually unchanged upon the aging process
and has a significant geometric constraint on the growth of ω domains; thus, a confined size of ω particles is
found in the smaller β2 islands even after long-time aging. Therefore, the morphology patterns of spinodal
decomposition regulate the spatial distribution of ω precipitates in Ti-50 at.% Nb.

At 673 K, the equilibrium concentration of the Nb-lean β1 regions (~18.3 at.%) is slightly larger but very
close to c0 (= 17.6 at.%). These regions will transform into a mixture of ω + β phases via the pseudospinodal
mechanism[Figure 8]. The Nb-lean β1 regions are uniformly distributed channels formed at 673 K. The
amplitude of the spinodal decomposition gradually increases until the equilibrium concentrations are
reached, then the wavelength increases from the initial ~13 nm to ~20 nm with further aging. Previous
experimental studies have reported that the wavelength increases with increasing aging temperature[24], and
our simulations supply that the aging temperature can also regulate the spatial distribution of β1 regions,
which can help us to explain that[2,23,24] the morphology of α" changes from spherical nanodomains to a plate-
like structure with increasing temperature.

The transformation sequence, i.e., wavelength increases followed by the isothermal ω formation, is
attributed to the fact that no barrier exists in the spinodal decomposition, but thermal fluctuations of
concentration and structure are needed for the ω formation via the pseudospinodal mechanism. A thermal
fluctuation of concentration is required to bring local concentration in β1 to the left of c0, and a thermal
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Figure 7. Calculated microstructural evolution of isothermal ω aged at 573 K for different aging times in Ti-50 at.% Nb. 
(A) Concentration fields; (B) One-dimensional Nb concentration profiles along the white short dash line of the computational cells 
shown in (A); (C) Structural order parameter fields.

Figure 8. Calculated microstructural evolution of isothermal ω aged at 673 K for different aging times in Ti-50 at.% Nb. 
(A) Concentration fields; (B) One-dimensional Nb concentration profiles along the white short dash line of the computational cells 
shown in (A); (C) Structural order parameter fields.

fluctuation of structure is also required for structural transformation from bcc to hexagonal. Then, 
isothermal ω precipitates can be nuclear and grow, which concentration gradually decreases towards the 
equilibrium composition of the ω phase (cω = 10.2 at.% at 673 K) with increasing aging time. The 
distribution of isothermal ω particles is also confined in the β1 channels at 673 K. This phase transformation 
pathway via pseudospinodal has also been found in precipitation with precursory spinodal 
decomposition[40].
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Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the size and shape of  particles are decided by two main reasons. First is
the morphological patterns of the concentration modulations produced by the spinodal decomposition. The
interconnected β1 channels obtained at 673 K provide more space for the growth of ω than the dispersed β1

islands formed at 573 K. Thus, an elongated shape of ω precipitates can be found overall during 673 K aging.
The β1 channels formed at 673 K have a certain degree of orientation. The ω precipitates with their habit
planes parallel to the channels have extensive growth and elongated shape, while those with their habit
planes perpendicular to the channels (marked by yellow arrows in Figure 8A) experience limited growth
and show spherical-like shape due to the geometric constraint of the solute-rich β2 matrix. Moreover,
experimental observations have found that[19] the oxygen could regulate the morphology of isothermal ω in
Ti-20Nb-xO (at.%) alloys aged at 723 K for 144 h, i.e., initial ellipsoid shape changes to elongated rod shape
as oxygen content increasing from 0.1 at.% to 3.4 at.%. Theoretical study[53] has shown that the spatial
distribution of solute-lean β1 can change from spherical islands to interconnected channels in Ti-23Nb-xO
(at.%) aged at 1,073 K with increasing oxygen content from 1 at.% to 5 at.%. From our simulations and the
above analysis, we summarize that the morphological patterns of spinodal decomposition can regulate the
size and shape of the ω precipitates. Second is the nucleation sites of ω variants. Each ω variant has the same
probability of nucleating by thermal fluctuations. When several ω variants (generally ≥ 3) nucleate in
adjacent positions of β1 channels (marked by yellow circles in Figure 8C), these ω particles tend to
experience limited growth, whereas the dispersed  variants have a faster growth rate and larger size (marked
by red circles in Figure 8C).

Mechanisms of ω formation during isothermal aging
The above simulations indicate that the formation mechanism for isothermal ω depends sensitively on alloy
composition and aging temperature. To examine more details of the microstructure during aging at two
different aging temperatures, volume fraction, number, average area, and average shuffle degree of the
isothermal ω particles at two alloy compositions are plotted as a function of aging time, and the results are
exhibited in Figure 9. The statistical system size is 512 nm  512 nm. Figure 9A shows the volume fraction of
the isothermal ω precipitates for four aging conditions. This volume fraction curve in Ti-26 at.% Nb aged at
573 K enables us to split the ω dynamics into two characteristic stages of nucleation regime (≤ 10 h) and
growth regime (> 10 h), whereas the other curves can be divided into three stages, including incubation
period without ω phase (stage I), nucleation regime (stage II), and growth regime (stage III). The incubation
time increases with increasing alloy composition (~40 h for Ti-50 at.% Nb at 573 K) and aging temperature
(i.e., ~5 h for Ti-26 at.% Nb at 673 K and ~120 h for Ti-50 at.% Nb at 673 K). During the incubation period,
Ti-26 at.% Nb aged at 673 K experiences composition redistribution [Figure 5], while Ti-50 at.% Nb
produces spinodal decomposition at two aging temperatures [Figures 7 and 8]. During the nucleation stage,
multiple nuclei can form within a smaller time window that increases with increasing alloy composition.

Ti-26 at.% Nb alloy has a larger volume fraction of isothermal ω particles at two aging temperatures, and the
volume fraction decreases with increasing aging temperature, which indicates the congruent transformation
process promotes the formation of ω particles with a larger volume fraction as compared with the
conventional nucleation-and-growth reaction. The evolution rates of ω volume fractions are similar in Ti-26
at.% Nb at two aging temperatures but have a significant difference in Ti-50 at.% Nb. For Ti-50 at.% Nb, the
ω volume fraction gently evolves at 573 K and has limited growth at stage III (> 70 h), but it develops more
sharply at 673 K. This difference is attributed to the fact that the β1 regions formed at 673 K have lower Nb
content with larger centralized spaces [Figure 8] than that formed at 573 K [Figure 7].

The number and average area of isothermal  precipitates are shown in Figure 9B and C. From alloy
composition, the number of isothermal ω particles formed in Ti-50 at.% Nb is overall larger than that
formed in Ti-26 at.% Nb, but the average ω area in Ti-50 at.% Nb is noticeably smaller than that in Ti-26
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Figure 9. Statistical analysis of isothermal ω precipitates at different aging temperatures for different average compositions. 
(A) Volume fraction change of ω; (B) The number of ω particles; (C) The average area of ω particles, where the inset describes the area 
evolution of Ti-50 at.% Nb during aging at 573 K; (D) Variation of the average shuffle degree of the isothermal ω precipitates.

at.% Nb. From aging temperature, the number of ω particles formed at 673 K gradually decreases with 
increasing aging times in two alloy compositions, and the corresponding average  areas gradually increase as 
the aging process. But at 573 K, Ti-26 at.% Nb has a linear increase in the number of ω particles at the 
nucleation regime, then gradually decreases during the growth stage and shows a continuous increase of the 
average particle area. Whereas, Ti-50 at.% Nb exhibits a monotonic but non-linear increase in the number 
of ω particles and a sluggish increase of particle size during the nucleation and growth regimes.

The evolution of the average shuffle degree of the isothermal ω is shown in Figure 9D. Overall, the average 
shuffle degree of the isothermal  does not reach completion (= 1) within 256 h aging but is noticeably larger 
than that of the athermal ω [Figure 3E]. Moreover, the shuffle degree of ω particles increases sharply at a 
certain time window (> nucleation stage) and then evolves gently at a longer aging time. It can be 
understood from the evolution results of concentration fields. According to the Gibbs energy curves 
[Figure 1B], a lower Nb content decreases the Gibbs energy of the whole system. Experimental observations 
have also shown that the collapse degree of {222}β planes in athermal ω increases with decreasing solute 
content[17,42]. At the initial formation stage of the isothermal ω, including the nucleation regime, a 
conspicuous depletion of Nb from ω particles can be found, which can cause a relatively sharp increase of 
shuffle degree in ω particles, but the Nb content of the ω particles will be close to the equilibrium 
composition of ω phase at a longer aging time, the evolution of concentration fields will become gentle thus 
slow the increase rate of shuffle degree. This description can also explain that a higher aging temperature 
accelerates the increase of shuffle degree and brings about a larger shuffle value [Figure 9D] since a higher 
temperature has a larger diffusion coefficient and accelerates the Nb depletion from ω precipitates[37].
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Comparison with O' and α" nanodomains
O' and α" nanodomains have also been found in Ti-Nb-based ferroelastic systems upon cooling and change
the sharp, discontinuous martensitic transformation into a continuous transition over a wide temperature
range[2,4]. Theoretical calculations have shown no energy barrier in the transformation of β → O'/α"
nanodomains[4], but the β → athermal ω transformation in Ti-Nb binary alloys has an energy barrier and
thus is a first-order transition[32]. Experimental results have also demonstrated that a thermal hysteresis of
~3 K exists in the β ↔ athermal ω, but no temperature hysteresis can be detected in the transformation of
β ↔ O'/α" nanodomains[17]. Therefore, it is different in the transformation path for the formation of athermal
ω and O'/α" nanodomains upon cooling.

Moreover, the required initial Nb concentration of the β matrix is different for the transformations to
athermal ω and O'/α" nanodomains. A wider concentration range of ≥ 21 at.% Nb has been found in the β →
athermal ω[16], whereas the β → O'/α" nanodomains need a higher Nb content of ≥ 25 at.% in the Ti-Nb
binary alloys having concentration modulation generated by spinodal decomposition[4]. The shape of
athermal ω in the Ti-(21~27) at.% Nb alloys seems concentration-insensitive and shows ellipsoidal
nanodomains[5,16], but that of the α" changes from plates in Ti-(15~24) at.% Nb alloys into spherical
nanodomains in Ti-(≥ 25) at.% Nb alloys[4]. The APT analysis in solution-treated Ti-23Nb-2O (at.%) alloy
has shown that the athermal ω has lower Nb content than the O' nanodomains[14]. The above discussion
indicates a relatively weak effect of concentration fields on the formation of athermal ω nanodomains in Ti-
Nb alloys with lower Nb content, but the concentration modulation is necessary for the formation of O'/α"
nanodomains in Ti-Nb alloys with higher Nb content. As for the metastable phases formed during
isothermal aging, we found that the isothermal ω has better phase stability than the O' and α" phases.
Previous studies presented the only isothermal ω in Ti-(20-26) at.% Nb alloys after aging at 573 K and
673 K[5,19], and oxygen doping or alloying could increase the phase stability of O' and α" during aging[14,23]. In
our current simulations, the competition among the ω, O', and α" is ignored and needs to be further studied.

CONCLUSIONS
A 2D phase field model is developed by coupling the thermodynamic database to simulate the 
microstructural evolution during the athermal and isothermal β → ω phase transformations for Ti-Nb 
binary alloys. The simulation results demonstrate that the athermal ω formation is a diffusionless structural 
transition, and the isothermal ω transformation mechanisms show temperature dependence. The phase 
transformation also shows concentration dependence. For Ti-50 at.% Nb, concentration modulations are 
preferentially generated by spinodal decomposition upon water quenching and isothermal aging, in which 
amplitude and wavelength are tailored by aging temperatures and times. Then, athermal ω and isothermal ω 
particles nucleate at the Nb-lean β1 regions, which shape and size could be regulated by the morphological 
patterns of the precursory composition modulations. Congruent structural transformation followed by 
decomposition can also be found in aged Ti-50 at.% Nb at 573 K, while isothermal ω particles nucleate at the 
β1 regions via pseudospinodal by thermal fluctuations of concentration and structure at 673 K. The 
differences between transformation mechanisms at different aging temperatures and alloy compositions are 
the variation origin of the isothermal ω precipitation kinetics.
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